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Abstract—In this paper, a tutorial software to learn Information Theory basics in a 
practical way is reported. The software, called IT-tutor-UV, makes use of a modern 
existing Spanish corpus for the modeling of the source. Both the source and the 
channel coding are also included in this educational tool as part of the learning 
experience. Entropy values of the Spanish language obtained with the IT-tutor-UV are 
discussed and compared to others that were previously calculated under limited 
conditions. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
THE teaching of information theory basic concepts is usually based on mathematical 
derivations. This requires the students to have a considerable capacity of abstraction in 
order to understand thoroughly. For example, concepts such as the entropy rate of a 
language are often presented just as theoretical concepts.  
 
A more practical way to teach the information theory basic concepts was tested in the 
graduate course Information Theory (class code 710599) at the Electrical and Electronic 
Engineering Department at Universidad del Valle (Cali, Colombia). It is based on the 
use of the educational software IT-tutor-UV, which was developed at this department 
too. 
 
The IT-tutor-UV was developed using Matlab 7.0. It runs in the Windows operating 
system. The Spanish word frequency database from Alameda and Cuetos [1] was used 
for the generation of Spanish text in the IT-tutor-UV. This database contains the 
frequency of the 81323 more common Spanish words. It was obtained from a corpus of 
1950375 words which appeared in different representative sources of the Spanish 
literature such as newspapers, transcriptions, etc. 
 
Also, with the IT-tutor-UV, a more updated approximation for the different values of the 
entropy of Spanish such as the trigram entropy and the word entropy was obtained. 
The section II of this paper is a brief description of the IT-tutor-UV's main components. 
In Section III, updated values of the entropy of Spanish, which were obtained using the 
IT-tutor UV, are presented. Finally, in section IV, conclusions and lines for future work 
are presented. 
 
II. IT-TUTOR-UV STRUCTURE 
 
The IT-tutor-UV has four logical modules: the discrete source, the source coding, the 
channel coding, and the channel as shown in Figure 1. 
 
Fig. 1.  IT-tutor-UV block diagram. 
 
The discrete source is modeled as a stochastic process using a first-order word 
approximation (i.e., words that have the right frequency in Spanish and that are 
considered statistically independent). The user can specify the number of words of the 
generated text sequence. First, this module counts the letter frequency, the digram 
frequency, the trigram frequency, or the word frequency according to the selection 
made by the user through the graphical user interface. Then, the observed entropy is 
calculated using the classical entropy equation (1) for each case. 
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The discrete source module can also generate an Excel file with the frequency of the 
symbols found in the generated text. It is also possible to display and save the word 
sequence as a text file for later use. Before this is done, the database file should be 
loaded using the Windows™ ODBC Data Source Administrator. Fig. 2 shows a 
snapshot of the IT-tutor-UV graphical user interface.  
 
Fig. 2.  IT-tutor-UV graphical user interface. 
 
Due to the long time that it can take to process a long sample when running the discrete 
source, the source coding, and the channel coding modules at the same time, the IT-
tutor-UV has a box switch to use the discrete source module alone. This is useful to 
quickly observe the letter, digram, or trigram entropy. Fig. 3 shows a fifty word text 
sample produced by the IT-tutor-UV. 
 
Fig. 3.  Fifty word text sample. 
 
The text sample in Fig. 3 conveys no meaning. The reason is that this text was 
produced using a first-order word approximation which lacks some language rules. 
These rules give a dependency between words that are close to each other. Then, if 
this dependency were included in the discrete source model, the text produced by it 
could eventually convey some meaning. 
The source coding module supports both the Huffman coding method as described in 
[2] and the Arithmetic coding method [5], allowing the user to select the symbols for the 
coding process between letters, digrams, trigrams, or words. 
 
In the channel coding module, the Reed-Solomon (RS) and convolutional coding 
techniques are included. With the RS coding, users are able to try different values for 
the RS word length k (e.g., 5, 9, or 13), so they can verify the error correction capacity 
of the block coding when different amounts of redundancy are used. With the 
convolutional coding, two simple configurations of codes, which are shown in Fig. 4 and 
Fig. 5, can be chosen by the users. 
 
Students can observe the effect of the redundancy on error correction capacity of 
convolutional codes and can make some comparisons with block coding not only on the 
basis of error correction capacity but also on the coding time. 
 
Fig. 4.  Convolutional code, Rate= ¼, K=3. 
 
Fig. 5.  Convolutional code, Rate = 2/3, K=[4,3]. 
 
For educational purposes, the channel is modeled as a binary symmetric channel with 
error probability p. The value of p can be entered using the graphical user interface. 
Once the message has been coded and sent through this channel, the IT-tutor-UV can 
display the bits transmitted, the error bits introduced by the channel, the BER (Bit Error 
Rate), and the final error bits remaining after the message has been decoded. These 
values are used to calculate the correction capacity of the codes, which is displayed as 
a percentage of correction. Finally, a symbol-to-symbol comparison between the original 
source file and the decoded file is made. 
 
III. USING THE IT-TUTOR-UV 
 
A. Letters, digrams, and trigrams 
 
Table I shows some values of the entropy for letters, digrams, and trigrams obtained 
using the IT-tutor-UV. The time necessary to calculate these results depends on the 
number of letters forming the symbols: the larger the number of letters, the larger the 
time the computer takes to finish the calculations. For instance, the calculation for the 
trigrams on Table I took 7.25 hours on a laptop with 1 GB of RAM memory and a 64-bit 
Processor at 2.2 GHz. The text sample’s length in words was long enough to obtain the 
convergent values of the entropy for each of the cases in Table I. 
 
TABLE I 
LETTER, DIGRAM, AND TRIGRAM ENTROPY OF SPANISH 
 
The IT-tutor-UV counts the accented vowels (á, é, í, ó, ú) as different symbols because 
these vowels give different meanings to the words of the Spanish language. The IT-
tutor-UV also differentiates the “ñ” letter from the “n” letter. Then, the total of symbols is 
33. These differentiations provide more information of the symbol frequency than the 
one provided in other tables which usually consider an alphabet of only 26 letters [3]. 
 
As can be seen on Table I, the single letter entropy obtained using the IT-tutor-UV was 
4.15 bits/letter. This entropy value is slightly greater than the 4.0 bits/letter entropy 
obtained when considering only 26 letters. For digrams, the obtained entropy was 3.66 
bits/letter. For trigrams, the obtained entropy was 3.38 bits/letter. The computation of 
this last entropy value was based on 3821 trigrams. 
 
Fig. 6 shows a snapshot of the Excel trigram file produced by the IT-tutor-UV which was 
obtained from a 50000 word text sample. The 27 most frequent trigrams can be seen in 
Fig. 6. In this text sample, there were 3821 trigrams, and the total sum of the trigram 
frequencies was 138915. 
 
Fig. 6.  Trigram frequency example. 
 
B. Letter Entropy per Word 
 
Although the source model is working with a database of 81323 words, the calculated 
probability of the least frequent words such as those that appear once in the 1.95 million 
word corpus might not be precise enough. Therefore, finding the letter entropy per word 
of Spanish, FW, by directly measuring the word frequencies from a very large text 
sample produced by the IT-tutor-UV would lead to a slightly inaccurate result.  
To overcome this limitation, the Barnard's method [4] was used. This method estimates 
the letter entropy per word of a language using a limited word frequency list. It needs 
the log-log probability curve of the language. Fig. 7 shows this curve for the Spanish 
language, which was calculated using the word frequency database [1] employed by the 
IT-tutor-UV. 
 
Fig. 7.  Word rank versus word probability. 
 
Using Barnard’s method, the letter entropy per word can be calculated using (2). 
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In (2), α is the average number of letters per word, J is the number of words in the 
dictionary (i.e., 81323 words), k is the language constant, and M is the estimated 
number of words that would lead to a total probability of 1 as in (5). The values of α, and 
k are given in (3) and (4) respectively. 
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where Li is the length of the i-th word with probability Pi. 
 
The language constant k is a value such that the probability Pn of the n-th word can be 
approximated as 
npk n≈
        (4) 
and 
1
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From data from Figure 7 a value for k of 0.0817 was obtained using the word range 1 to 
1000. This range was chosen because this is the range in which k is most stable 
according to (4). 
 
Following Barnard’s method to find FW, the value of ln M is solved using (6). 
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Finally, solving (2), FW is equal to 
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2.4737≈WF    bits/letter. 
 
The obtained letter entropy per word of Spanish (FW) is greater than the 1.97 bits/letter 
reported in [4], which is the only previous estimation of FW known by the authors. The 
difference is due mainly to the use of a much greater word frequency database in the 
IT-tutor-UV. Then, the entropy FW obtained here is a more precise value. 
 
C. Entropy Rate 
 
In order to introduce the entropy rate concept [5] to students, the entropy per word of 
the IT-tutor-UV's source is calculated using (1) as follows 
∑ =
81323
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Then, the entropy per letter is 10.4281/α = 2.2198 bits/letter. This value is the entropy 
rate, HW, for this source too because the symbols it generates (i.e., words) are 
independent. 
 
In practice, source coding is done by compressors. Then, the instructor could challenge 
students to find the compressor with the best compression ratio. For example, from all 
the compression programs the authors tested on a 10 million word file without spaces 
created by IT-tutor-UV, the best result was obtained using PPMonstr by Dmitry Shkarin 
[6]. This compressor was able to compress to 2.402 bits/letter, a value quite close to the 
2.2198 bits/letter limit. 
 
 
 D. A Source Coding and Channel Coding Example 
 
When using the Huffman coding, the IT-tutor-UV generates the Huffman dictionary 
displaying the longest codes, the shortest codes, the average code length, and the 
compression rate which is calculated by comparing the sizes of the original and coded 
file. Fig. 8 shows a snapshot of a Huffman dictionary in the Excel file generated by the 
IT-tutor-UV program using words as source symbols. 
 
Fig. 8.  Huffman dictionary file generated by IT-tutor-UV 
 
The following example shows the results for a short text file test: 
File size: 10000 words 
Source coding: Huffman method 
Source symbols: words 
Channel Coding: Convolutional (rate=2/3, K= [4, 3]) 
BSC Error Probability: 0.005 
Source Entropy: 8.009 bits/symbol 
Average Code Length: 8.022 bits/symbol 
Shortest code: 1011 
Largest code: 00100000001 
Original File Size: 5749 bytes 
Encoded File Size: 1003 bytes 
Compression rate: 82.5535% 
Number of transmitted bits: 12033 
Error Bits: 72 
Error Bits after correction: 1 
BER: 0.00012466 
Correction rate: 98.6111% 
Source file ≠ Destination File 
 
From these values, it can be seen how Huffman coding closely approaches the source 
entropy when the coder’s dictionary (i.e., the matching between code symbols and 
source symbols that the receiver needs to recover the text into its original form) is not 
considered.  
 
The Arithmetic coding algorithm assigns a label to the whole sequence of symbols in 
the message. This label is generated according to the frequency of each symbol; 
therefore, there is only a single code for the entire message, and a code dictionary is 
not necessary.  
 
Using the IT-tutor-UV, students can verify how close the arithmetic coding is to the 
entropy limit and what its advantages over Huffman coding are. 
 
The IT-tutor-UV’s executable code can be downloaded at [7] and used under a GPL 
license. 
 IV. CONCLUSION 
 
The IT-tutor-UV is an educational software for making the experience of learning some 
of the highly abstract concepts of information theory such as discrete source generation, 
information entropy, and channel capacity, a more practical and enjoyable experience.  
 
Using the IT-tutor-UV, updated entropy calculations of the Spanish language such as 
the word entropy and trigram entropy were obtained. 
 
Also, the IT-tutor-UV is very useful for obtaining complete frequency lists of letters, 
digrams, and trigrams of Spanish. These lists can be useful for different goals such as 
the study of classic decryption systems based on frequency. 
 
The future work for this software is the introduction of a more complex discrete source 
module which is able to consider the grammar of Spanish in a rigorous way. Also, the 
addition of classic cryptography schemes to the IT-tutor-UV would be useful to learn 
about the security aspects of Information Theory. 
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